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Recent interests in curvature- and stress-induced pattern formation and pattern selection
motivate the present study. Surface morphological wrinkling of a cylindrical shell sup-
ported by a soft core subjected to axial compression is investigated based on a nonlinear
3D finite element model. The post-buckling behavior of core–shell cylinders beyond the
first bifurcation often leads to complicated responses with surface mode transitions. The
proposed finite element framework allows predicting and tracing these bifurcation por-
traits from a quantitative standpoint. The occurrence and evolution of 3D instability
modes including sinusoidally deformed axisymmetric patterns and non-axisymmetric
diamond-like modes will be highlighted according to critical dimensionless parameters.
Besides, the phase diagram obtained from dimensional analyses and numerical results
could be used to guide the design of core–shell cylindrical systems to achieve the desired
instability patterns.

& 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Morphological wrinkling of a soft material with a stiff thin surface layer has been widely observed in nature such as
wrinkles of hornbeam leaf and human skin, and these phenomena have raised considerable research interests during past
years (Mahadevan and Rica, 2005; Efimenko et al., 2005). In modern industry, surface wrinkles can be widely applied in
many areas ranging from the micro/nano-fabrication of flexible electronic devices with controlled morphological patterns
(Bowden et al., 1998; Rogers et al., 2010), the design of coated materials or living tissues (Brau et al., 2011), to the mechanical
property measurement of material characteristics (Howarter and Stafford, 2010). Several theoretical, numerical and ex-
perimental works have been devoted to stability analyses in order to determine the critical conditions of instability and the
corresponding wrinkling patterns (Shield et al., 1994; Steigmann and Ogden, 1997; Cai and Fu, 2000; Chen and Hutchinson,
2004; Huang et al., 2005; Song et al., 2008; Audoly and Boudaoud, 2008). Although linear perturbation analyses can predict
the wavelength at the initial stage of instability threshold, determination of the post-bifurcation response and mode
transition of surface wrinkles really requires nonlinear buckling analyses. During post-buckling, the wavelength and am-
plitude of wrinkles will vary with respect to externally applied compressive load. Due to its well-known difficulty, most
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post-buckling analyses have recourse to computational approaches, especially through using finite element method (Cao
and Hutchinson, 2012; Sun et al., 2012; Zang et al., 2012; Xu, 2014; Xu et al., 2014, 2015a, 2015b; Xu and Potier-Ferry, 2016),
since only a limited number of exact analytical solutions can be obtained in very simple or simplified cases. In addition, most
previous works are concerned with planar film/substrate systems and suggest that wrinkling patterns strongly depend on
the applied stresses (Xu et al., 2014, 2015b). However, recent computational and experimental investigations reveal that
wrinkling patterns may also vary with the substrate curvature (Yin et al., 2009; Chen and Yin, 2010; Breid and Crosby, 2013;
Terwagne et al., 2014) and the wrinkling process under curvature constraints becomes promising techniques for micro/
nano-scale surface patterning fabrication (Chan and Crosby, 2006) as well as adaptive aerodynamic drag control (Terwagne
et al., 2014). Curvature-induced wrinkling pattern formation and mode selection are only lately being pursued theoretically,
numerically and experimentally (Li et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2014; Stoop et al., 2015; Jia et al., 2015), which demonstrates the
important role played by the topological constraints of curved surfaces on instability patterns. For instance, considering a
core–shell soft cylinder subjected to axial compression, when the shell is much stiffer than the core, surface wrinkles usually
form in both axial and circumferential directions due to topological constraints of curved surfaces, leading to the formation
of a non-axisymmetric diamond-like mode (Zhao et al., 2014) instead of sinusoidal wrinkles often observed in planar film/
substrate systems under uniaxial compression (Xu et al., 2014, 2015a). This implies that the uniaxial compression can cause
two-dimensional instability modes due to the curvature and modulus effects in core–shell cylindrical systems. Nevertheless,
the prediction and tracing of the whole pattern evolution on the equilibrium path and the mode transition on curved
surfaces in core–shell cylindrical structures represents a challenging numerical issue due to its complicated nonlinear re-
sponses and merits much further efforts.

Historically, the nonlinear buckling analysis of thin-walled circular cylindrical shells under various loading conditions has
received considerable attentions, the most representative case being the axial compression loading. Cylindrical shells under
axial compression are characterized by a high buckling stress σ( = )Eh R0.605 /cr , short wavelength instability patterns
(ℓ ≈ )Rh and a very strong imperfection-sensitivity associated with an extremely unstable post-buckling behavior. The
importance of this nonlinear post-bifurcation property has been recognized since 1940s (von Kármán and Tsien, 1941;
Koiter, 1945). In the simplest bifurcation analysis, many buckling modes coincide, including axisymmetric and diamond-like
shapes. According to Yamaki (1984), localized modes generally first appear in the case of a perfect cylinder, which is due to
additional compressive stresses near the boundary. Thus, there are significant differences between flat and curved struc-
tures. In the literature, the curvature effect is often accounted through the dimensionless Batdorf parameter

ν= ( − ) ( )Z L Rh1 /2 2 (Yamaki, 1984; Bushnell, 1985; Abdelmoula et al., 1992; Abdelmoula and Leger, 2008). However, when a
cylindrical shell is filled with a soft core, i.e. a core–shell soft cylinder, the short wavelength bifurcation modes can be
persistently observed experimentally and numerically in both buckling and post-buckling range (Zhao et al., 2014), and the
unstable post-bifurcation behavior can be altered by the presence of a core. In this paper, the dimensionless parameters
characterizing a core–shell cylindrical system will be highlighted. There exist numerous references on the buckling of cir-
cular cylindrical shells, which is rather difficult to quote comprehensively. Here we only refer to a few textbooks (Yamaki,
1984; Bushnell, 1985; Julien, 1991; Teng and Rotter, 2006; Koiter, 2009), review papers (Hutchinson and Koiter, 1970; Arbocz,
1987; Teng, 1996) and a website named "Shell Buckling" (Bushnell and Bushnell, 2015). In addition, there also exist a few
contributions on the buckling analyses of a cylindrical shell filled with a soft core, either studying the stabilizing effects of
soft cores on the buckling strength of shells (Yao, 1962; Myint-U, 1969) or focusing on axisymmetric instability modes
(Karam and Gibson, 1995; Ye et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2012).

This study aims at exploring the occurrence and post-buckling evolution of 3D wrinkling patterns in core–shell soft
cylindrical structures subjected to axial compression, through applying advanced numerical methods from a quantitative
standpoint. A theoretical analysis based on the nonlinear Donnell–Mushtari–Vlassov (DMV) shell equations is first carried
out to qualitatively determine the critical dimensionless parameters that influence the instability patterns. Spatial pattern
formation is then quantitatively investigated based on a nonlinear 3D finite element model associating geometrically
nonlinear shell formulations for the surface layer and linear elastic solids for the core. The model incorporates Asymptotic
Numerical Method (ANM) (Damil and Potier-Ferry, 1990; Cochelin et al., 1994, 2007; Cochelin, 1994) as a robust path-
following technique to predict a sequence of secondary bifurcations on their post-buckling evolution path as the load is
increased. In this paper, we consider geometrically perfect core–shell cylinders without any imperfection. The numerical
path-following method is employed to trace the whole post-buckling evolution in bifurcation diagrams and to describe the
phase diagrams (axisymmetric/diamond-like modes) according to those critical dimensionless parameters.

This paper explores the occurrence and post-buckling evolution of 3D instability modes including axisymmetric and
non-axisymmetric diamond shaped patterns in greater depth. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a theoretical
analysis based on the DMV shell equations is performed to find the critical parameter that determines the axisymmetric/
diamond-like instability patterns. In Section 3, a nonlinear finite element model is developed for core–shell cylindrical
systems. Then in Section 4, the resulting nonlinear problem is reformulated by the ANM algorithm as a path-following
continuation technique. Results and discussions are provided in Section 5, including the onset and evolution of the sinu-
soidally deformed axisymmetric pattern and the non-axisymmetric diamond-like one. Concluding remarks are given in
Section 6.



Fig. 1. Geometry of core–shell cylindrical structure.
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2. Theoretical analysis

The core–shell cylindrical systems will be qualitatively discussed to highlight the main features of the non-linear be-
havior of this structure subjected to axial compression. The analyses are conducted within the framework of Donnell–
Mushtari–Vlassov (DMV) shell equations that appear to be the simplest model for cylindrical thin-walled structures (Ya-
maki, 1984). It is known that this model offers good results in the cases of short-wavelength instability, which generally
occurs under axial compression situation. For other loads like external pressure, the DMV shell model may be inaccurate, but
it can provide consistent orders of magnitude for the critical stress and wavelength, which is sufficient for the analyses in
this section. Nevertheless, nonlinear calculations in the following computational sections will be carried out based on a
nonlinear shell model that is valid for large rotations and large displacements to describe any buckling mode.
2.1. Core–shell modeling within the DMV framework

We consider an elastic cylindrical shell supported by a soft core, which can buckle under axial compression. Upon
wrinkling, the shell elastically buckles to relax the compressive stress and the core concurrently deforms to maintain perfect
bonding at the interface. The core–shell cylindrical system is considered to be three-dimensional and the geometry is as
shown in Fig. 1. In this study, we consider the case where the thickness of the shell is much smaller than the radius of the
cylinder. In this theoretical part, let x and y be axial and circumferential coordinates, while z represents the radial direction
coordinate. The thickness of the shell, the radius and the length of the system are denoted by hf, R and L, respectively.
Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the shell are respectively denoted by Ef and νf, while Es and νs are the corresponding
material properties for the core. The same frame will be adapted to the components of the displacements u, v, w, the
resultant membrane stress N, the bending moment M, the membrane strain γ and the curvature tensor K. Within the DMV
framework (Yamaki, 1984), the shell strains are approximated as
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As compared with the Föppl–von Kármán nonlinear plate model, only the strain γy has been changed to account for the
circumferential stretching due to the deflection w and this new term plays a key role in shell buckling. The elastic energy of
the shell can be written in a classical form
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As often considered in film/substrate systems (Chen and Hutchinson, 2004; Audoly and Boudaoud, 2008; Xu et al., 2014,
2015b), we assume that the core can be governed by small strain elasticity so that the potential energy is given by
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This elastic behavior of the core can also be represented by a Winkler-type foundation:
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It has been established (Biot, 1937; Allen, 1969) that the core stiffness Ks depends on the half buckled wavelength ℓx:
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The important point in the dimensional analysis below is the order of magnitude ∼ ℓK E /s s x.

2.2. Axisymmetric buckling

According to Zhao et al. (2014), the instability pattern of core–shell cylindrical systems can be axisymmetric or diamond
shaped. We begin with axisymmetric modes under axial compression: v¼0, u and w are only functions of x, σ= −N hx ,
where the axial compressive stress s is prescribed. This classical analysis is revisited here to highlight the dimensionless
parameters influencing the behavior of axially compressed core–shell cylinders. As compared to planar structures, the main
difference lies in the azimuthal stress γ = − w R/y that induces a large transversal stiffness. The total elastic energy of the
core–shell cylinder is then simplified as
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For a shell without a core, i.e. Ks¼0, the buckling wavelength is such that the two first terms of this energy are of the same
order (bending energy vs. transversal membrane energy), which leads to
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The influence of the core can be represented by the ratio between the second and the third terms in Eq. (7), which results in
the definition of a dimensionless parameter ∼ ( )[ (ℓ )]K R J E E R h/ / /s s f x f

2 2 . If the instability wavelength remains of the same
order of magnitude as for the pure shell, it naturally leads to a new dimensionless parameter that is a measure of the core
stiffness compared with the shell membrane stiffness:
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A differential equation can be associated with the functional (7) (see Yamaki, 1984):
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First, let us remark that the same dimensionless coefficient ( )K R E h/s f f
2 appears in the third term of (10). Second, Eq. (10)

becomes linear, which means that the bifurcated branch is neither supercritical nor subcritical. In the absence of the core, i.e.
Ks¼0, harmonic solutions of the homogeneous axisymmetric problem (1) lead to the classical buckling stress of an axially
compressed circular cylindrical shell and its corresponding wavelength:
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This well-known result assumes a uniaxial pre-buckling stress and neglects boundary effects. If one considers the boundary
condition w¼0, the exact solution of (10) includes a boundary layer with the length Rhf where the azimuthal stress is
compressive, which causes non-axisymmetric buckling modes localized in the boundary layer (Yamaki, 1984). Such localized
wavy patterns will be recovered in some cases with a soft core. Third, the axisymmetric buckling analysis is slightly more
intricate in the presence of a soft core since the core stiffness Ks depends on the wavelength (Biot, 1937; Karam and Gibson,
1995), but clearly the core stiffness increases the buckling stress and decreases the wavelength. Last, it is well known that
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axially compressed cylindrical shells are extremely imperfection-sensitive (Koiter, 1945; Hutchinson and Koiter, 1970; Koiter,
2009) due to the existence of unstable solution branches much earlier than the analytical buckling load scr. We can wonder
if this very unstable behavior remains in the presence of a core.

In analyses of a cylindrical shell without a core, the famous Batdorf parameter ν= ( − ) ( )Z L Rh1 /f f
2 2 is often taken into

account. It is quite simple to use the ratio ℓ ≈ ≈L L Rh Z/ /x f to measure the wave number. In practice this number is often
large ( ∼ )Z 500 . When it becomes quite small (Z is in the range ∼20 50), the influence of the boundary conditions extends to
the whole structure, while this effect is constrained to the boundary layers for large values of the Batdorf parameter. For a
thorough analysis of these boundary layers in the case of an external pressure loading, see Abdelmoula and Leger (2008).
Hence, we have two main dimensionless parameters, Cs and Z, to characterize the axisymmetric response of compressed
core–shell cylinders. The question remained now tends to find out the number of characteristic parameters for a general
response that can be axisymmetric or not.

2.3. Dimensional analysis

To find the dimensionless parameters characterizing core–shell cylindrical systems, we start from the elastic energies, Πf

and Πs, respectively defined in (2) and (4), associating the DMV shell equations for the surface layer and a 3D small strain
model for the core. We can introduce some dimensionless coordinates and non-dimensional kinematic variables as follows:
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This implies that the deflection w is of the order of the thickness hf, while the other components of the displacements are
much smaller, in the order of h R/f

2 . This scaling is quite classical within the plate and shell theory (Yamaki, 1984). The
hypothesis of a single length scale in the physical space deserves a serious discussion. For instance, in the case of buckling
under external pressure, the length scales are not always the same in the x and y directions (Abdelmoula et al., 1992;
Abdelmoula and Leger, 2008). However, in the case of an axial compression loading, the possible wave numbers are located
on the famous Koiter circle (Koiter, 1945), which suggests that the two wave numbers can be of the same order of mag-
nitude. This has been confirmed by a number of experiments and numerical calculations that generally mention diamond
shaped patterns. In the case of planar film/substrate systems, there exist exact solutions proving that the transverse
characteristic length is also of the same order (Biot, 1937; Xu et al., 2015b). From Eq. (13), one can obtain all the components
of the mean strain and the curvature being of the same order:
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where the dimensionless strain and curvature tensors are expressed in terms of the dimensionless coordinates and dis-
placement components in the shell exactly described by the same formulae as in (1). As for the strain in the core, it involves
two orders of magnitude since the transversal displacement is assumed to be larger than the two other components, which
leads to
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From Eqs. (14) and (15) as well as the assumption of the wavelength ℓ = Rhx f , it appears that the membrane and bending
energies are of the same order. The order for the shell energy and the corresponding one for the core respectively read
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Thus, the energy ratio Π Π/s f results in the same parameter as for the axisymmetric buckling analysis above:
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There exist two other dimensionless parameters from the domain occupied by the dimensionless variables:



Fig. 2. A phase diagram on pattern selection defined by Eq. (17). The blue solid curve is determined by the critical parameter Cs¼0.88, which corresponds
to the two critical ratios, R h/ f and E E/f s, respectively chosen as (125, 1600) and (200, 3200) in Zhao et al. (2014). The two red dash-dot curves give the upper
and lower bounds obtained through the numerical results in Section 5, as supported by Supplementary information. When the critical parameter ≥C 0.9s ,
the instability mode is axisymmetric; whereas at a smaller value ≤C 0.7s , the system may branch into the diamond shaped mode. The pattern selection in
the narrow region < <C0.7 0.9s appears to be quite sensitive in the numerical results. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption,
the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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These two parameters correspond to the wave numbers in the axial and circumferential directions, the first one being
related to the Batdorf parameter. Nevertheless, in axially compressed cases, these parameters are generally large and their
influence is constrained to the boundary layers so that the main parameter turns out to be Cs. This suggests the two systems
sharing a common Cs should have the same buckling and post-buckling behavior, the only difference being due to boundary
effects and wave numbers in both directions. Most importantly, this critical parameter Cs can determine a phase diagram
(see Fig. 2) on pattern selection, i.e. axisymmetric or diamond-like mode, which well agrees with the analytical solution in
Zhao et al. (2014) and our numerical results in Section 5.
3. 3D finite element model

The 3D core–shell cylindrical system will be modeled in a rather classical way, the surface layer being represented by a
thin shell model to allow large rotations while the core being modeled by small strain elasticity. Indeed, the considered
instabilities are governed by nonlinear geometric effects in the stiff material, while these effects are much smaller in the soft
material. For planar film/substrate systems, a thorough investigation on comparison between finite strain hyperelastic
model and small strain linear elastic model with respect to different stiffness range of Young's modulus was carried out in
Xu et al. (2015a). It demonstrates that unless the stiffness ratio is rather small, e.g. ≈ ( )E E/ 10f s , the deformation of the
system can be large and so that finite strain models have to be taken into account. In most cases of film/substrate systems,
Fig. 3. Geometry and kinematics of shell.
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i.e. ⪢ ( )E E/ 10f s , small strain elastic models appear to be sufficient and are qualitatively or even quantitatively equivalent to
finite strain hyperelastic models. This remains valid for core–shell soft cylindrical structures as well, see Zhao et al. (2014).
Therefore, in the following, the elastic potential energy of the system, is considered within the framework of Hookean
elasticity for simplicity.

Challenges in the numerical modeling of such core–shell cylindrical systems come from the large aspect ratio
( π ≥ ( )R h2 / 10f

2 , ≥ ( )L h/ 10f
2 ) and radius/thickness ratio ( ≥ ( ))R h/ 10f

2 , which requires very fine meshes if employing 3D
brick elements both for the surface and for the core. Since finite rotations of middle surface and small strains are considered
in the surface layer, nonlinear shell formulations are quite suitable and efficient for modeling. In this paper, a 3D shell
formulation proposed by Büchter et al. (1994) is applied. It is based on a 7-parameter theory including a linear varying
thickness stretch as extra variable, which allows applying a complete 3D constitutive law without condensation. It is dis-
tinguished from classical shell models that are usually based on degenerated constitutive relations (e.g. Kirchhoff–Love,
Reissner–Mindlin theories). It is also incorporated via the Enhanced Assumed Strain (EAS) concept proposed by Simo and
Rifai (1990) to improve the element performance and to avoid locking phenomena such as Poisson thickness locking, shear
locking or volume locking. This hybrid shell formulation can describe large rotations and large displacements, and has been
successively applied to nonlinear elastic thin-walled structures such as cantilever beam, square plate, cylindrical roof and
circular deep arch (Zahrouni et al., 1999; Boutyour et al., 2004).

Geometry and kinematics of the shell element are illustrated in Fig. 3, where the position vectors are functions of
curvilinear coordinates θ θ θ( ), ,1 2 3 . The geometry description relies on the middle surface coordinates θ1 and θ2 of the shell,
while θ3 represents the coordinate in the thickness direction. The current configuration is defined by the middle surface
displacement and the relative displacement between the middle and the upper surfaces. The large rotations are taken into
account without any rotation matrix since the current direction vector is obtained by adding a vector to one of the initial
configurations.

Detailed formulations of geometry and kinematics of the shell element are presented in Appendix A. Finally, the hybrid
shell formulation is derived from a three-field variational principle based on the Hu–Washizu functional (Büchter et al.,
1994; Zahrouni et al., 1999). The stationary condition can be written as

∫γ γ γ Ω λΠ ( ) = ( + ) − − ( )
( )

∼ ∼
Ω

−
⎧⎨⎩

⎫⎬⎭u S S S D S P u, , :
1
2

: : d ,
19

f f
t

u
t

ext f
1

f

where D is the elastic stiffness tensor. The unknowns are, respectively, the displacement field uf , the second Piola–Kirchhoff
stress tensor S and the compatible Green–Lagrange strain γu. The enhanced assumed strain γ∼, satisfies the condition of
orthogonality with respect to the stress field. The work of external load is denoted by ( )P uext , while λ is a scalar load
parameter.

A 8-node quadrilateral element with reduced integration is used for the 7-parameter shell formulation. The enhanced
assumed strain γ∼ does not require inter element continuity, neither contribute to the total number of nodal degrees of
freedom. Therefore, it can be eliminated by condensation at the element level, which preserves the formal structure of a
6-parameter shell theory with totally 48 degrees of freedom per element.

Since the displacement, rotation and strain remain relatively small in the core, the linear isotropic elasticity theory can
accurately describe the core. As mentioned before, the nonlinear strain–displacement behavior has essentially no influence
on the results of interest. Hence, the potential energy of the core can be expressed as
Fig. 4. Sketch of coupling at the interface. The coupling nodes are marked by red color. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption,
the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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∫ ε ε Ω λΠ ( ) = − ( )
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where Ls is the elastic matrix of the core and the strain is denoted as ε. In this paper, 8-node linear brick elements with
reduced integration are applied to discretize the core, with totally 24 degrees of freedom on each brick element.

As the surface shell is bonded to the core, the displacement should be continuous at the interface. However, the shell
elements and 3D brick elements cannot be simply joined directly since they belong to dissimilar elements. Therefore,
additional incorporating constraint equations have to be employed. Here, Lagrange multipliers are applied to couple the
corresponding nodal displacements in compatible meshes between the shell and the core (see Fig. 4). Note that using
8-node linear brick element here is only for coupling convenience, 20-node quadratic brick element would be another good
candidate, while both of them follow the same coupling strategy. Consequently, the stationary function of the core–shell
system is given in a Lagrangian form:

∑Π Π( ℓ) = + + ℓ [ ( ) − ( )]
( )

− i iu u u u, , ,
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f s f s
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. 22f
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where the displacements of the shell and the core are respectively denoted as uf and us, while the Lagrange multipliers are
represented by ℓ. At the interface, the displacement continuity is satisfied at the same nodes and connects the inner surface
of the shell ( )−u f and the outer surface of the core. From Eq. (21), three equations are obtained according to δuf , δus and δℓ:
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4. Path-following technique

Asymptotic Numerical Method (ANM) (Damil and Potier-Ferry, 1990; Cochelin et al., 1994, 2007; Cochelin, 1994) is ap-
plied to solve the resulting nonlinear equations. The ANM is a path-following technique that is based on a succession of high
order power series expansions (perturbation technique) with respect to a well chosen path parameter, which appears as an
efficient continuation predictor without any corrector iteration. Besides, one can get approximations of the solution path
that are very accurate inside the radius of convergence. In this paper, the main interest of the ANM is its ability to trace the
post-buckling evolution on the equilibrium path and to predict secondary bifurcations without any special tool. Precisely,
accumulation of small steps in the ANM is often associated with the occurrence of a bifurcation (Xu, 2014; Xu et al., 2014,
2015a, 2015b).

The resulting nonlinear prob lem (23) can be rewritten as

δ λ δ( ℓ) = ( ) = ( )u u R U U, , , , 0, 24f s

where = ( ℓ)U u u, ,f s is a mixed vector of unknowns and R is the residual vector. The external load parameter is denoted as a
scalar λ. The principle of the ANM continuation consists in describing the solution path by computing a succession of
truncated power series expansions. From a known solution point λ( )U ,0 0 , the solution λ( )U, is expanded into truncated
power series of a perturbation parameter a:
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where n is the truncation order of the series. Eq. (26) defines the path parameter a that can be identified to an arc-length
parameter. By introducing Eq. (25) into Eqs. (24) and (26), then equating the terms at the same power of a, one can obtain a
set of linear problems. More details of these procedures can be found in Cochelin et al. (1994, 2007), Xu et al. (2014, 2015b).



Table 1
Material and geometric properties of different core–shell cylindrical structures.

Case Ef (MPa) Es (MPa) νf νs hf (mm) R (mm) L (mm) Cs

Core–shell I ×1.3 103 1.8 0.4 0.48 10�3 0.2 0.2 3.92

Core–shell II ×2.16 104 1.8 0.4 0.48 10�3 0.3 0.3 0.43

Core–shell III ×2.16 104 1.8 0.4 0.48 10�3 0.113 0.15 0.1

Core–shell IV ×2.16 105 1.8 0.3 0.48 10�3 0.113 0.3 0.01
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The maximum value of the path parameter a should be automatically defined by analyzing the convergence of the power
series at each step. This amax can be based on the difference of displacements at two successive orders that must be smaller
than a given precision parameter δ:

δ=
( )

( − )⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟a

u
u

Validity range: ,
27

max
n

n
1

1/ 1

where the notation · stands for the Euclidean norm. Unlike incremental-iterative methods, the arc-length step size amax is
adaptive since it is determined a posteriori by the algorithm. When there is a bifurcation point on the solution path, the
radius of convergence is defined by the distance to the bifurcation. Thus, the step length defined in Eq. (27) becomes smaller
and smaller, which looks as if the continuation process "knocks" against the bifurcation (Baguet and Cochelin, 2003). This
accumulation of small steps is a very good indicator of the presence of a singularity on the path. All the bifurcations can be
easily identified in this way by the user without any special tool.

It is worth mentioning that there are only two parameters controlling the algorithm. The first one is the truncation order
n of the series. It was previously discussed that the optimal truncation order should be large enough between 10 and 20, but
bigger values (e.g. n¼50) lead to good results for large-scale problems as well (Medale and Cochelin, 2009). Another im-
portant parameter is the chosen tolerance δ that affects the residual. For instance, very small values of tolerance (e.g.
δ = −10 6) ensure quite a high accuracy and a pretty robust path-following process.
5. Results and discussions

Spatial wrinkling pattern formation and evolution of core–shell cylindrical structures subjected to axial compression will
be investigated numerically. The computational technique has been chosen to avoid most of the restrictive assumptions on
initial geometric imperfections that are generally performed in the literature (Zhao et al., 2014; Jia et al., 2015): here the
considered domain is three-dimensional without any geometric imperfection and the path-following technique provides
the post-buckling response of the system beyond the primary bifurcation.

The material and geometric properties of the core–shell composite system are chosen according to the phase diagram of
Fig. 2, which are similar to those in Zhao et al. (2014) and shown in Table 1. According to the core stiffness parameter Cs
defined in Section 2, pattern selection mainly depends on the geometric and physical parameters: radius/thickness ratio R h/ f

and modulus ratio E E/f s. Hence, various cases with representative geometric and physical properties are considered for the
calculations: some of them have a relatively big Cs while the others may hold a small value (see Table 1 and Supplementary
material). Poisson's ratio is a dimensionless measure of the degree of compressibility. Compliant materials in the core, such
as elastomers, are nearly incompressible with ν = 0.48s . In this paper, the force loading is applied to the shell and the core is
loading free (see Fig. 5). In order to trigger a transition from the fundamental branch to the bifurcated one, a small per-
turbation force, = −f 10z

6, is imposed in the shell. The introduction of such small perturbation forces is quite a common
technique in the solution of bifurcation problems by continuation techniques (Doedel, 1981; Allgower and Georg, 1990),
even when using commercial finite element codes. This artifice could be avoided by applying a specific procedure to
compute the bifurcation branch as in Boutyour et al. (2004) and Vannucci et al. (1998). In this paper, the perturbation force fz
allows the whole bifurcated branch with a single continuation algorithm to be computed. The number of elements required
Fig. 5. Core–shell cylinder subjected to axial compression.



Fig. 6. Bifurcation curve of Core–shell I with Cs¼3.92 under axial compression. Representative wrinkling shapes in Fig. 7 on the post-buckling evolution
path are marked. ANM parameters: n¼15, δ = −10 4, 21 steps. Each point corresponds to one ANM step.
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for a convergent solution was carefully examined. Bifurcation points are detected by the criterion of small step accumu-
lation. Indeed, when the starting point of the step is close to the bifurcation, the radius of convergence of Taylor series
coincides with the distance to the singular point, which explains that the continuation process "knocks" against the bi-
furcation (Baguet and Cochelin, 2003). More advanced techniques are available for bifurcation detection such as bifurcation
indicator (Xu et al., 2014, 2015b) and power series analysis (Cochelin and Medale, 2013), but the simple detection by sight
will prove to be sufficient in our analyses. In what follows, we will explore the formation and evolution of several instability
modes including axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric patterns through the established model (23).

5.1. Axisymmetric sinusoidal pattern

First, we investigate the pattern formation and evolution via Core–shell I with =E E/ 722f s and =R h/ 200f that corre-
sponds to Cs¼3.92. The shell is uniaxially compressed along the x direction as shown in Fig. 5. At the two ends of the core–
shell cylinder, the radial displacements v2, v3, w2 and w3 are locked. To avoid rigid body motions, the axial displacement v1
in the shell center is locked as well. Due to the geometric symmetry, only one quarter of the system can be considered for
the mesh and symmetry conditions on the edges are suitably applied. Consequently, the surface layer is meshed with
20�50 shell elements to ensure at least five elements within a single wave. The core is compatibly discretized by 5000
brick elements with five layers. The relevant discussion of this mesh is provided in Supplementary material. Totally, the
core–shell system contains 41,337 degrees of freedom (DOF) including the Lagrange multipliers.

The critical load of axisymmetric sinusoidal wrinkles based on the linearized stability analysis of Donnell–Mushtari–
Vlassov (DMV) shell equations was provided (Karam and Gibson, 1995; Zhao et al., 2014), with linear elasticity assumption
for the material. The critical load can be expressed as σ = [ + ( ) + ( )]E p h p c R RE c h E p1/ / 4 3 / 2cr f f s f f0

2 2
0
2 2 2 2

0 , where ν= ( − )E E / 1f f f
2 ,

ν= ( − )E E / 1s s s
2 and ν= ( − )c 3 1 f

2 . The critical wave number along the axial direction, p0, is determined by solving the
equation − + ( ) − ( ) =h p c R RE p c h E2 / 2 3 / 2 0f s f f

2
0
4 2 2

0
2 . By introducing the material and geometric parameters of Core–shell I in

Table 1, one can obtain the analytical solution of compressive force in the shell σ= =F h 0.012 N/mmcr cr f , which is close to
our 3D finite element results (about 0.013 N/mm in Fig. 6).

The established 3D model based on the ANM offers a very fast computing speed to reach the critical point with only three
steps (see Fig. 6), with an adaptive reduction of step length. A sequence of representative wrinkling patterns on the load–
displacement curve is illustrated in Fig. 7. A wrinkling mode with boundary effects firstly occurs at the ends of the core–shell
system as shown in Fig. 7a and b, which corresponds to the regions where compressive stresses are larger. When the load
increases to the second bifurcation, an axisymmetric sinusoidal mode emerges and grows (see Fig. 7c and d). In the end,
boundary effects tend to be not so obvious and a uniformly distributed axisymmetric mode matures (see Fig. 7e and f). As
for the axisymmetric mode, the post-bifurcation curve in Fig. 6 is constantly supercritical. Other calculations with various
values of Cs greater than 0.9 have been achieved and the bifurcation portrait is always the same. At the first bifurcation, the
buckling mode is axisymmetric and localized in boundary layers. This boundary effect is also well known in pure shell
structures and it can be clearly predicted by Eq. (12), but in the latter case the deformed shape quickly becomes non-
axisymmetric, which has not been observed in core–shell cylinders with ≥C 0.9s . Moreover, a stable post-bifurcation re-
sponse has been found in all these cases, which is typical of the core–shell cylinders with ≥C 0.9s and has never been
observed in pure cylindrical shells whose post-buckling behavior is highly unstable and imperfection-sensitive.

Therefore, a generic response emerges for any core–shell cylindrical system with a sufficiently stiff core ( ≥ )C 0.9s : a



Fig. 7. The left column shows a sequence of representative wrinkling patterns of Core–shell I with Cs¼3.92 under axial compression. The right column
presents the associated instability modes along the length.
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Fig. 8. Bifurcation curves of Core–shell II with Cs¼0.43 under axial compression: the points A and B are depicted by blue and red colors, respectively.
Representative wrinkling shapes in Figs. 9 and 10 on the post-buckling evolution path are marked. ANM parameters: n¼15, δ = −10 3, 50 steps. Each point
corresponds to one ANM step. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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stable post-bifurcation and an axisymmetric buckled shape that is localized in boundary layers at the beginning and then
tends to be more uniformly distributed sinusoidal pattern. The existence of this stable post-buckling response was explored
in Zhao et al. (2014) theoretically and experimentally, but without mentioning a single dimensionless parameter.

5.2. Non-axisymmetric diamond-like pattern

Three-dimensional spatial wrinkling modes are then explored via Core–shell II with a larger =E E/ 12,000f s and
=R h/ 300f that is equivalent to Cs¼0.43. One quarter of the system is also taken into account for the calculation due to the

symmetry. The loading and boundary conditions are kept to be the same as before. One quarter of the surface is meshed
with 30�60 shell elements and the core is compatibly discretized by 9000 brick elements with five layers. Totally, the core–
shell system contains 73,197 DOF including the Lagrange multipliers.

The ANM takes very big step lengths to reach the critical load, then the step length automatically shortens around the
bifurcation (see Fig. 8). Figs. 9 and 10 present a sequence of representative wrinkling patterns on the post-buckling response
curves in Fig. 8 where five bifurcations have been observed. The first two instability modes show an evolution of sinusoidally
deformed axisymmetric shape with boundary effects at the beginning (see Fig. 9a and b), which indicates that the critical
buckling mode is axisymmetric and independent of the modulus ratio of the surface layer to the core. These two bifurcations
appear to be supercritical. When the load reaches the third bifurcation that is slightly subcritical, non-axisymmetric dia-
mond shaped patterns occur (see Fig. 9c) and grow at the fourth and fifth bifurcations (see Fig. 10a and b). This demonstrates
that the axisymmetric mode evolves into a non-axisymmetric diamond-like shape at the third bifurcation, if the modulus
ratio is larger than a critical value. This critical modulus ratio was drawn as a function of radius ratio R h/ f by Zhao et al.
(2014) and our two numerical cases are well located in their corresponding regions of the phase diagram determined by the
dimensionless parameter Cs (see Fig. 2). From the fifth bifurcation, two neighboring diamond shaped patterns begin to
merge into a bigger one near the boundary and this matures in the final step as shown in Fig. 10c. A localization mode in the
form of alternating deep and shallow diamond-like shapes in the circumferential direction appear in the bulk of the shell.

Next we study Core–shell III that has a quite small critical value Cs¼0.1. The symmetry, mesh, DOF, loading and boundary
conditions are exactly the same as in the last case. The load–displacement curve turns out to be quite subcritical after the
first bifurcation where a boundary mode appears (see Figs. 11 and 12b). The diamond shaped pattern emerges after the first
bifurcation and matures at the second bifurcation (see Fig. 12c). A localization in the form of alternating deep and shallow
diamond-like shapes in the circumferential direction is also observed near the ends of the system and it actively evolves
along the circumferential direction with respect to the loading (compare Fig. 12c and e). We can further consider Core–shell
IV that holds an extremely small critical value Cs¼0.01 and a huge modulus ratio =E E/ 120, 000f s . The load–displacement
response in Fig. 13 suggests that the strongly subcritical post-buckling behavior where the load reduces 70% of its maximum
value is rather similar to the buckling of classical cylindrical shell without a core where the load can decline up to 80%. This
is reasonable since the huge modulus ratio in the core–shell cylinder approximates to a pure cylindrical shell. The associated
instability mode shows a very localized diamond shaped pattern near the ends (see Supplementary material). Nevertheless,
the importance of the deformed shape should not be overestimated since Core–shell IV is close to a pure shell where there
exist many solutions that are very imperfection-sensitive.

Therefore, another type of generic response has been observed in the case of a soft core ( ≤ )C 0.7s . Typically, the pattern is
diamond shaped and the post-bifurcation response is unstable. The softer the core is, the more subcritical the post-buckling



Fig. 9. A sequence of representative wrinkling patterns of Core–shell II with Cs¼0.43 at the initial post-buckling stage.
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Fig. 10. A sequence of representative wrinkling patterns of Core–shell II with Cs¼0.43 at the final post-buckling stage.
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Fig. 11. Bifurcation curve of Core–shell III with Cs¼0.1 under axial compression. Representative wrinkling shapes in Fig. 12 on the post-buckling evolution
path are marked. ANM parameters: n¼15, δ = −10 3, 22 steps. Each point corresponds to one ANM step.
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behavior is and therefore the structure is highly imperfection-sensitive. For an extremely soft core ( ≤ )C 0.01s , the minimal
load in the bifurcation diagram is very small and corresponds to a reduction of 70–80% with respect to the first bifurcation.
These non-axisymmetric diamond-like modes emerge after the secondary bifurcation, the first bifurcation remaining ax-
isymmetric and localized near the boundary. This second class of post-buckling response looks like the well known
post-buckling behavior of a pure shell and the existence of two typical post-buckling schemes is in agreement with the
theoretical and experimental results in Zhao et al. (2014).
5.3. Last discussions

The existence of two basic schemes and the major influence of the dimensionless parameter Cs have been established
numerically. It is natural to compare this statement with recent experimental results reported in Zhao et al. (2014). A
representative comparison is given in Fig. 14 and a larger collection of such qualitative comparisons can be found in Sup-
plementary information. Clearly the experimental observations confirm the existence of two classes of structural responses
that are determined by the parameter Cs.

To what extent such schemes remain valid in other cases of geometry, loading and boundary conditions? The behavior of
non-cylindrical core–shells has been recently investigated in Stoop et al. (2015) by modeling the film based on the famous
Koiter's shell equations (Koiter, 1966; Ciarlet, 2000) that is often considered as the best shell theory. Let us consider a shell
with two principal curvatures being of the order of R in the initial configuration. In many cases as the axially compressed
cylinders studied here or the pressurized spherical shell analyzed in Stoop et al. (2015), the buckling wavelength ℓ is usually
small with respect to the structural length R. In other words, the deformed geometry is assumed to be much more wavy
than the initial one. With this assumption, the dimensional analysis in Section 2.3 can be easily extended to any shell
geometry by starting from the same dimensionless parameters presented in Eq. (13). The key points are the expressions of
the membrane strain and the curvature change (see for instance in Stoop et al. (2015), supplementary information, Eqs. (16)
and (18)):

γ Γ= ( + + + ) − − ( )αβ α β β α γ α γ β α β αβ
σ

σ αβu u u u w w u b w, 28
1
2 , , , , , ,

Γ= ( − )· ( )αβ αβ αβ
σ

σK u u n, 29, ,

where Γαβ
σ is the Christoffel symbol, αβb denotes the initial curvature tensor and n represents the initial normal vector.

Obviously Γαβ
σ and αβb are of the order of R1/ . Greek indices α, β,… take values in { }1, 2 . From the order of magnitude (13), the

membrane strain is of the order of = ℓh R h/ /f f
2 2, which is due to the quantities ( − )α β αβw w b w/2, , in Eq. (28), the other terms

in Eq. (28) being smaller. In the same way, the curvature αβK of the deformed shell is apparently of the order of ℓh /f
2. This

leads to the same orders of magnitude as in Eq. (16) so that the analyses in Section 2.3 have been extended to any core–shell
buckling problem where the instability wavelength is of the order of Rhf . Therefore, the dimensionless parameter Cs
governs the response of various core–shell buckling problems, for instance the surface wrinkling of core–shell spheres. In
the case of a cylinder under external pressure or torsion (Yamaki, 1984; Abdelmoula and Leger, 2008), the buckling mode
shapes are different so that a consistent dimensional analysis would lead to other dimensionless parameters.



Fig. 12. The left column shows a sequence of representative wrinkling patterns of Core–shell III with Cs¼0.1 under axial compression. The right column
presents the associated instability modes.
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Fig. 13. Bifurcation curve of Core–shell IV with Cs¼0.01 under axial compression. The extremely subcritical load–displacement diagram suggests that the
load can decrease 70% of its maximum value. ANM parameters: n¼15, δ = −10 3, 46 steps. Each point corresponds to one ANM step.

Fig. 14. Comparison of two representative instability patterns (axisymmetric sinusoidal and non-axisymmetric diamond-like) between our numerical
results (left column) and the experiments (right column) in Zhao et al. (2014): (a) and (b) show axisymmetric modes, with Cs¼2, =R h/ 400f and

=E E/ 4000f s ; (c) and (d) present non-axisymmetric diamond shaped modes, with Cs¼0.33, =R h/ 120f and =E E/ 4000f s . More cases are reported in
Supplementary material.
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6. Concluding remarks

Pattern formation and post-buckling evolution of core–shell soft cylindrical systems were investigated theoretically and
numerically from a quantitative standpoint. The critical parameter Cs that determines post-buckling pattern selection has
been found qualitatively through dimensional analysis of Donnell–Mushtari–Vlassov (DMV) and Koiter's shell equations.
The further quantitative investigation is performed numerically based on a 3D finite element model associating geome-
trically nonlinear shell formulation for the surface layer and linear elasticity for the core. This core–shell model can describe
moderately large rotations and displacements on the surface. The presented results rely heavily on robust resolution
techniques based on the ANM that is able to detect multiple bifurcations on a severely nonlinear response curve and to trace
the whole post-buckling evolution on the equilibrium path. We have been able to compute some extreme cases with a huge
modulus ratio (e.g. =E E/ 120, 000f s ) or a large radius/thickness ratio (e.g. ≈R h/ 500f ), which really requires a robust path-
following technique and an efficient locking-free shell model. The occurrence and evolution of sinusoidally deformed ax-
isymmetric patterns and non-axisymmetric diamond-like modes have been observed in the post-buckling range.

As for planar film/substrate systems, uniaxial compression generally leads to 1D sinusoidal surface wrinkles perpendi-
cular to the loading direction (Xu et al., 2014, 2015a; Xu and Potier-Ferry, 2016). As for the present core–shell cylindrical
structures under uniaxial compression, buckling and post-buckling behavior mainly depends on the core stiffness measured
by the dimensionless parameter = ( )( )C E E R h/ /s s f f

3/2. Precisely, for a stiff core ( ≥ )C 0.9s , the buckling pattern is axisymmetric
and post-bifurcation solutions are stable; whereas for a soft core ( ≤ )C 0.7s , the bifurcated solution branch is often subcritical
and the associated instability modes are diamond shaped after secondary bifurcations. Furthermore, for a very soft core
( ≤ )C 0.01s , the behavior turns out to be close to pure shells which are well known to be highly unstable and imperfection-
sensitive. In any case, the pattern around the first bifurcation is axisymmetric and localized near the boundary, as in the case
of pure shell structures. These two bifurcation schemes seem to be generic for a perfect core–shell cylinder subjected to
axial compression and have been observed in any case, except in the narrow transition zone ( < < )C0.7 0.9s where the mode
may switch from one scenario to the other. Indeed, other instability modes and bifurcation schemes would be obtained
under different geometries and loading conditions, as known for pure shells. The relevance of this parameter Cs has been
established from the dimensional analysis for core–shell cylindrical systems governed by the DMV and Koiter's shell
equations for the surface and 3D linear elasticity for the core, and it seems to well hold for many core–shell problems with a
wavy buckling mode. Two other dimensionless parameters also exist in the system. Nevertheless, like the famous Batdorf
parameter, they mostly affect the wave number and boundary mode around the first bifurcation.
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Appendix A. Shell formulations

In the initial undeformed configuration, the position vector x representing any point in the shell can be defined as

θ θ θ θ θ( ) = ( ) + ( ) ( )α α αx r a, , 303 3
3

where θ α( )( = )αr 1, 2 denotes the projection of x in the middle surface and θ3 describes its perpendicular direction with
θ ∈ [ − ]h h/2, /2f f

3 in which hf is the reference thickness of shell. The normal vector of middle surface is represented by
= ×a a a3 1 2.
Similarly, in the current deformed configuration, we define the position of point x by the vector x:

θ θ θ θ θ( ) = ( ) + ( ) ( )α α αx r a, , 313 3
3

where

= +
= + ( )

⎧⎨⎩
r r v
a a w

,
. 323 3

Therefore, the displacement vector associated with an arbitrary material point in the shell, linearly varies along the
thickness direction reads

θ θ θ θ θ( ) = − = ( ) + ( ) ( )α α αu x x v w, . 333 3

Totally, six degrees of freedom can be distinguished in Eq. (33) to describe the shell kinematics: three vector components
related to the translation of the middle surface (v1, v2, v3) and other three components updating the direction vector
(w1, w2, w3).

The Green–Lagrange strain tensor is used to describe geometric nonlinearity, which can be expressed in the covariant
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base:

γ = ( − ) ⊗ = ( )g g i jg g with , 1, 2, 3, 34ij ij
i j1

2

where gi are the contravariant base vectors, while = ·g g gij
i j and = ·g g gij

i j respectively represent the components of cov-
ariant metric tensor in the initial configuration and the deformed one (Büchter et al., 1994).

Concerning the enhanced assumed strain γ∼, classical shell kinematics requires the transversal strain field to be zero
γ( = )033 . In reality, since 3D constitutive relations are concerned, this condition is hardly satisfied due to Poisson effect,
especially for bending dominated cases. This phenomenon is commonly referred to as “Poisson thickness locking”. To re-
medy this issue, an enhanced assumed strain γ∼ contribution has been introduced in the shell formulation (Büchter et al.,
1994), acting across the shell thickness direction and supplementing the compatible strain field γu. It describes the linear
variation of the thickness stretch or compression, and is expressed with respect to the local curvilinear coordinates θ3:

γ θ γ γ γ θ= ⊗ = ( ) ( )∼ ∼ ∼∼ αg g with , 353
33

3 3
33 33

and satisfies the condition of orthogonality with respect to the stress field S:

∫ γ Ω =
( )

∼
Ω

S: d 0.
36

t

f

In this way, “spurious” transversal strains induced by Poisson effect for bending dominated kinematics are balanced by the
assumed strain γ∼, which clears the “thickness locking” problem. This approach is applied in this paper, since the associated
finite element is very efficient, especially for very thin shells (Zahrouni et al., 1999; Boutyour et al., 2004).
Appendix B. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this paper can be found in the online version at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmps.
2016.04.025.
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Supplementary Information 

 

    Very fine meshes, at least five or ten elements within a single wavelength, are 

adopted to discretize the core-shell cylinders in both circumferential and axial 

directions. As for the radial direction, a convergence analysis is examined through the 

test with different discretizations of layers in the core, i.e. 5, 10, 12 and 15 layers, 

respectively. From Fig. S1, it can be observed that all the post-buckling bifurcation 

curves share the same trend and quite close bifurcation points, which suggests that the 

numerical results are converged and the post-buckling modes should be very similar 

among them. 

 

Fig. S1 Convergence test of Core-shell I with Cs=3.92 under axial compression. The 

core is respectively discretized by 5, 10, 12 and 15 layers in the radial direction. All the 

post-buckling bifurcation curves share the same trend and similar bifurcation points. 

ANM parameters: n=15, δ=10-4. Each point corresponds to one ANM step. 

 

Table S1 

Various cases of core-shell cylinders under axial compression to justify the critical value 

for the phase diagram of Fig. 2 for pattern shapes selected by Cs=(Es/Ef)(R/hf)
3/2 at 

the secondary bifurcations (compressive strain γxx is less than 4% in all the cases and 

the length L may vary with the cases). 

Cs R/hf Ef/Es Patterns 



3.9 200 722 

 

1 80 722 

 

0.9 75 722 

 

0.9 489 12000 

 

0.8 69 722 

 

0.8 452 12000 

 



0.7 413 12000 

 

0.7 64 722 

 

0.6 373 12000 

 

0.5 330 12000 

 

0.4 300 12000 

 

0.1 113 12000 

 



0.01 113 120000 

 

 

Table S2 

Comparison of instability patterns between the proposed numerical model and the 

experiments reported in the supplementary material of Zhao et al. (2014). 

Cs R/hf Ef/Es Experiments Numerical results 

0.15 70 4000 

 
 

0.33 120 4000 

 
 

0.71 200 4000 

 
 

2 400 4000 

  



3.77 45 80 

 

 

8.12 75 80 
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